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Individual hotel website. And, Tots should be considered a supplemental 

revenue drive and smart hoteliers can manipulate the availability and price 

of rooms. Ted Rush said ; In terms of revenue management, you don't have 

to be a rocket scientist to see you can't be doing the same thing you did five 

years ago, I live by the theory that if I don't change, I'll get run over by the 

future. " Also, He said that It Is a key for hotels to remain agile and monitor 

and make changes to rates and availability as or even before demand in the 

respective market shifts. 

When occupancy is dipping to unsustainable levels, get creative by selling on

opaque sites or allowing Tots to package rooms with air travel so guests 

can't see the discounted rate and won't expect that rate again In the future, 

he said. 'When you apply a rule there's always an exception. Everyone wants

a real simple formula to apply a strategy and it just doesn't work out that 

way," Rush said. Marketed and distributed to the proper channels starts with 

accurately forecasting future demands are for ensuring hotel rooms. 

Alan Gonzalez said the normal frequency for revenue meeting Is 

approximately twice a week, depending on the size of the hotel and how 

active the arrest is. Also he said The more frequently you meet the better, 

and you should discuss day to day as far as three months out. A key 

component to a successful pricing strategy is practicing rate parity, meaning 

potential guests will get the same rate whether they call the hotel, call a 

travel agent, search on a third-party website, or the hotel's website. 

Millard said practicing rate parity also helps avoid an TOT discounting war. 

There are times when forecasting future demand simply isn't enough and 
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real life situations come into pay. Some channels allow direct access so 

hoteliers can change rate and availability In real time. Rush said the 

Roosevelt has one place where he can go and control rate and inventory 

across all channels. Millard said We don't set prices, the market does. If the 

market sucks, we don't make anymoney. 

It's all bailout selling the right room to the right customer at the right price. 

Directing management By mooneye How to wean yourself off 'hotel cocaine' 

internet varies greatly Just as hotels come in all shapes and sizes. Online 

travel individual hotel website. And, Tots should be considered a 

supplemental revenue Rush said ; In terms of revenue management, you 

don't have to be a rocket scientist o see you can't be doing the same thing 

you did five years ago, I live by the theory that if I don't change, I'll get run 

over by the future. Also, He said that It is a key for package rooms with air 

travel so guests can't see the discounted rate and won't expect that rate 

again in the future, he said. ; When you apply a rule there's always an 

exception. 
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